NOVALINE
STYLE
Combining contemporary looks and versatility

A STYLISH LOOK
IN MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS
Novaline Style is an elegant and slim, circular luminaire that provides
diffuse light from the front, and a subtle 10 % backlight. It can be
wall or ceiling mounted, as well as suspended from a ceiling with
an elegant rod pendant or a wire suspension pendant.
Novaline Style has been designed to look great in areas that people move through,
as well as stylish in social areas like breakout zones. The luminaire blends into its
surrounding environments and delivers where efficient lighting is needed. Thanks
to its IP54 water splash-resistance it can also be used in covered external walkways.
Easy to optimise, you can increase Novaline Style’s functionality
through a variety of controls. It can also be wirelessly commissioned
and controlled from both a tablet and a smartphone.
Office, Education, Healthcare, Retail, Hospitality and Residential.
Just some of the many applications that Novaline Style is a great fit for.

Corridors,
circulation areas

Breakout spaces

Staircases,
walkways

A VERSATILE
FAMILY
These slim, circular luminaires come in three different
dimensions, 320 mm, 400 mm and 500 mm. A single
size used multiple times creates sleek uniformity, while
a more dynamic appearance can be created by using
multiple sizes in combination.
Available with different lumen outputs that range from
1400 lm up to 5000 lm, the Novaline Style family can be
used across multiple projects. Featuring an opal optic
for comfort and 10 % indirect light to wash the surface
with a subtle backlight*.

Wire pendant

Download the free
4remoteBT app provided
by Tridonic, a Member of
the Zumtobel Group.

*Backlight effect will be more
prominent when the product is
surface mounted.

HOUSING COLOUR
The high-quality housing is available in a choice
of three colours – white, black or silver, making
it adaptable to design requirements.

White

Black

Silver

SLIM DESIGN
Novaline Style has a frame depth of only 37 mm.
A perfect slim design for a light and modern look.

FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGY
The numerous control variations of this luminaire
increase its flexibility and efficiency of use. The range
goes from simple switchable luminaires through
to different corridor functionalities and wireless

Rod pendant

controls. The integrated wireless communication
allows for Bluetooth control and commissioning.
Novaline Style is also available with an emergency lighting
mode via a self-contained or central battery (DALI versions
only), delivering up to three hours of emergency lighting.

Ceiling surface mounted

Wall surface mounted

INSTALLATION
OPTIONS
Have more flexibility in your lighting design by using

both complement the overall design. Easy and simple

Novaline Style. This elegant luminaire can be both

to install, Novaline Style has a quick fix mounting

wall and ceiling surface mounted. The two pendant

system to optimise installation time.

options are either a rod or wire suspension that

WALL AND CEILING SURFACE MOUNTED

ROD PENDANT MOUNTED

WIRE SUSPENSION PENDANT MOUNTED

DISCOVER
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1400 lm, 1900 lm

2500 lm, 3500 lm

4000 lm, 5000 lm

Up to 133 lm/W

3000 K , 4000 K
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50 000 h L80 @25 °C

Wall / Ceiling surface mounted, Rod pendant, Wire suspension pendant

37 mm (bezel only) with 32 mm gear tray

E3, E3D
Fixed output (HF), DALI Dimmable (HFI), Bluetooth Wireless (BC),
Microwave sensor (MWS), Corridor function (COR, COZ)
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CA

GET IN
TOUCH

www.thornlighting.com/NOVS

As a globally leading luminaire
manufacturer, Thorn Lighting
provides a five-year warranty for
its complete product range within
all European Countries.
thornlighting.com/guarantee

www.thornlighting.com/contacts

Thorn Lighting is constantly developing and improving its products. All descriptions, illustrations, drawings
and specifications in this publication present only general particulars and shall not form part of any contract.
The right is reserved to change specifications without prior notification or public announcement. All goods
supplied by the company are supplied subject to the company’s General Conditions of Sale, a copy of which is
available on request. All measurements are in millimetres and weights in kilograms unless otherwise stated.
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